YOUR DEGREE IN
GERMANY
IS
OUR GOAL!

CONTACT

IHOR KOLESNYKOV

ikstudieren@gmail.com
Webseite: ihorkolesnykov.de

IK-TEAM
Studying in Germany

MISSION
Our motto is "Educational equality
for all!" What does that mean? We
support motivated young people
from all over the world and help
them to get a place at the best
German universities.

VISION
If someone tells you, "It's almost
impossible to study in Germany!
Forget about it!", don't believe it! If
you plan your application properly
and prepare for the application
process thoroughly and in time, there
is nothing impossible!

ABOUT US
Our IK-Study team consists of experts
who are very familiar with the German
education system. We cooperate with
many graduates of German universities
as well as with some language institutes
and
academies in order to offer you
professional help.

Our goal
is
your study in
Germany

OUR CLIENTS
Foreign students who have already
obtained a Bachelor's or Master's degree
in their home country as well as students
with a foreign school leaving certificate.
Of course, all other interested parties are
also welcome!
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Package "Standard"
1.
2.
3.
4.

our services in short:
We offer professional support for your
application to study in Germany. In short,
the application process takes about 6
months and is very complex. We help
you in all of the four phases of your
application. We also handle the
communication with the universities and
all bureaucratic matters.
We are the ones who will support you in
all your study matters!

IMPORTANT:
Compared to many other counseling
centers, the IK-Study team is
located in Germany and cooperates
with many German schools and
universities
We help you directly on site!

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

(6 months support)
Help with the search for German
universities
Help with the selection of "right"
universities
Communication with the admission
office/university
Help with documents for application and
enrollment
assistance with language certification and
translation
secure help with visa!
help with the application (Uni-Assist)
writing curriculum vitae, motivation letters,
e-mails
help with finding a cheap health insurance
company
online enrollment
Cooperation with German language schools
Cooperation with the DaF-School Mannheim!
Help with acquiring language certificates
Support with German authorities on site
Help with finding a place to live (cheap)
Help with application for scholarships:
DAAD; Deutschlandsstipendium, etc.

your
benefits:
If you are not satisfied
with the performance of
the IK-Study team, you will
get your money back!
If you do not get a study
place, you will get a
voucher!

Phase 1: Planning and
preparation
(30 %)
What? when? why?

Phase 2: Application period
(60 %)

THREE STEPS
IK T E A M

1) register (central + any university)
2) prepare documents, translate them, get them certified
3) letter of motivation
4) curriculum vitae
5) language test correctly and in time
6) look for an apartment
7) Apply for visa
8) Find scholarships (search + application)
9) Send documents

Phase 3: En
rollment
(10 %)

Enrollment on site
Registration in the city
Organizationa

